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Learning from the Lake

J
im Dreyer; 0, Lake Superior: 5. I admit some glee in knowing that

Lake Superior is the only Great Lake that intrepid long-distance
swimmer Jim Dreyer has been unable to cross, despite five attempts.
Not that I wish him ill  we' ve met and he's a nice guy!, it's just that I
prefer the lake to remain unconquered, and well, Superior.

If ever there was a body of water to teach humility, it's Lake Superior.
The litany bears repeating; Superior is the coldest, wildest, and largest of
the Creat Lakes. You don't challenge such a force of nature; you
approach it with respect and hope it doesn't take a swipe at you, You
must work with the lake to get anything done on or around its waters.

I admire Dreyer's cause � the Big Brothers and Big Sisters Program
� and as a swimmer myself, am impressed by what he has accom-
plished on Lake Superior: two distance records  the greatest being 48
miles out of 73!, enduring cold water and bad storms, and incredible
physical hardships including temporary paralysis of his legs from
severe hypothermia, deadened nerves, and kidney shutdown.

However, in this world where humans effect so much change and
accomplish so much, it does my heart good to know there's at least one
thing we can't do. You' re probably wondering how this relates to sci-
ence and this book. Here it is; Lake Superior remains as unconquered
by science as it is by long-distance swimmers.

If the amount researchers know about Lake Superior were analo-
gous to Dreyer's attempted 73-mile swim between Hancock, Michigan,
and Grand Portage, Minnesota, scientists specializing in the lake esti-
mate we would only cover 28 miles. However, some disciplines are fur-
ther along than others. For instance, if we consider basic biology, we
might be 68 miles across because we can name most of the species liv-
ing in the lake. But if we were swimming on behalf of microbiology,
we would only cover five miles because the interaction of plankton and
the smaller microbes remains largely unknown.

How much of that 28-miles-worth of science does the general pub-
lic know about? My estimate is about 10 miles. A variety of informa-
tion vies for public attention and many findings are only exchanged
within the scientific community.



To help bridge this knowledge gap, we held the "Superior Science
for You!" speaker series project, upon which this book is based, The
series delivered the latest research results to residents in Duluth,

Minnesota, and in two towns along the upper North Shore: Grand
Marais and Grand Portage.

Thanks to a grant and input from our partners, we brought
monthly speakers to these towns in 2002 and 2003, and to an Internet
audience through a Web site, complete with videos of the speakers'
talks and slides,  A CD containing the presentations and videos is
available by calling �18! 726-6191.!

This book is an additional attempt to increase the availability of
Lake Superior science and reach a larger audience. The chapters, so
aptly written by Sharon Moen, include information beyond that con-
tained in the talks. They are arranged by theme rather than the order
they were presented. This book begins with the big picture of the lake's
status, jumps directly into the small picture  microbes and the food
web!, then moves through various species and current research projects.
The final chapter describes a potential new chemical for sea lamprey
control that exploits the animal's, shall we say, baser instincts.

We would not have been able to complete this project, and a spin-
off speaker series in 2003-04, without the enthusiasm of our speakers,
and the help of the Lake Superior Coastal Program, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency's Mid-Continent Ecology Division,
and the North House Folk School, We thank our cooperators at the
Great Lakes Aquarium, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Large
Lakes Observatory, St. Louis River Citizen's Action Committee,
Natural Resources Research Institute, Hartley Nature Center,

Wisconsin and Michigan Sea Grant Programs, Northland College, and
the U,S. Geological Survey for their advice.

If you attended the talks, thank you, and we hope you find this a
useful record, We enjoyed offering this information and felt wonder-
fully welcome wherever we went. If this is your first exposure to the
information, think of yourself as a swimmer crossing the expanse of
Lake Superior's scientific knowledge.

Marie Zhuikov

Editor



Thinking Big

L
ake Superior is big, but it's not a big bathtub. When you look at

Lake Superior from shore, you are seeing a lofty ceiling suspended
over an irregular floor. Between the ceiling and floor, plants, animals,
viruses, and bacteria eke out a living in 3-quadrillion gallons of cold

water; there's a lot of living and dying going on and much to be said
about it. Carl Richards, director of the Minnesota Sea Grant Program,

has spent many hours studying the lake's floor, but in a manner that
takes advantage of new technologies.

"A phenomenal amount of data has become available over the
last decade," said Richards. "Instead of relying on unbridled specula-

tion, we are beginning to understand the spatial variation of Lake
Superior, and it's fascinating."

Satellite images, hydro-acoustics, and computer technology have

given us all an opportunity to see Lake Superior in new kinds of light.
With access to the Internet and a click of a computer mouse, you can
access up-to-date imaging of the temperatures of Lake Superior's
82,061 km' surface  www.coastwatch.msu.edu/!. Another click
or two will take you on a wild ride around the floors of lakes

Superior and Michigan as rendered by hydro-acoustic surveys
 www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/greatlakes/wildride.httnl!. Richards' inter-
ests compel him to consider these big pictures of Lake Superior while
simultaneously examining something as focused as the size of a
lakebed rock. He incorporates a satellite's view as well as detailed pho-
tographs of the lake bottom to characterize the lake's system.

"We' re dealing with ten percent of the Earth's fresh water," said
Richards. "That's an incredible volume of water resting in the middle
of a forest, in the middle of a continent, on top of a mixture of rock
and sand, It's challenging to know how to begin describing it."

Let's get physical
Like a little black dress, physical information provides a classic intro-
duction to Lake Superior, For example, if someone said, "spreading
Lake Superior over North and South America would submerge these
continents under a foot of water," they would be relatively accurate
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region's climate with warmer winters, cooler summers, and lots of lake
effect snow."

%'hat sets Lake Superior's Basin apart from the other Great
Lakes' are trees. Millions of them. Over 75 percent of the basin is
forested. Satellite images and computers have become so refined that
even the species of trees can be identified�,birch, pine, aspen,
cedar...and mapped as swaths of cover type bisected by roads,
streams, and powerlines, The landscape is sprinkled with log cabins,
a few homes, and several smallish cities but, as one might expect in a
heavily-forested area, the basin is sparsely populated. An image of
Lake Superior at night shows the lights of Duluth and Thunder Bay
but the North Shore of Minnesota and particularly Canada could be
mistaken for a black hole.

These shores, although uninhabited by people, are very important
to Lake Superior.

"This is where the action is," said Richards, "where the land
meets water."

The Lake Superior Binational Program and other Great Lakes sci-
entists also think shorelines are pivotal features in the Lake Superior
Basin and are interested in using small streams to delineate shoreline
segments that are parsed further into shoreline types. A large category
labeled "cliffs" defines Lake Superior as a rugged place, Especially in
Canada, where cliffs tower over 45 percent of the coastal waters, an
abrupt plummet from land to lake helps make Lake Superior unique.

People have altered 40-50 percent of the shores of other Great
Lakes but Lake Superior's remain similar to the way they were when
Ojibwe were unfamiliar with Europeans, Coastal wetlands have his-
torically been scarcer on Lake Superior  about 12 percent! than they
have been on the other lakes  up to 50 percent! but shoreline develop-
ment and time have been great equalizers. Now the coastal regions of
the Great Lakes are all roughly 12 percent wetland.

Let's get down
As Richards describes it, bathymetry is "basically how the bottom of

a lake looks." After studying underwater pictures and data from the



lake's bottom, he is both surprised and captivated by the variation on
the floor of Lake Superior,

The more northerly third of Lake Superior is deeper than either
the western  shallowest! or southern basin. You would have to dive an

average of 147 meters to enjoy the bottom of Lake Superior. But, you
must also be prepared to plunge over 240 meters on at least ten percent
of your dives, especially in the southern portion of the lake. If you' ve
reached 408 meters, you' ve hit Superior's rock-bottom. Fish can be
found throughout those depths; however, most fish are found near the
shore in less than 100 meters of water. Lake trout spawn around 30

meters below the surface.

Data lines produced from digital soundings then converted to
depths create our broadest understanding of Lake Superior's bathyme-
try. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!
plans to release a detailed contour chart of the bottom of Lake
Superior through its National Environmental Satellite Data and
Information Service  similar charts are already available for the other
Great Lakes!. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers  before 1970!, the
NOAA National Ocean Service  after ] 970!, and the Canadian

Hydrographic Service collected the bathymetric data on these charts in
support of nautical interests for at least 150 years. Except where ship-
ping traffic requires a more detailed picture of the lakescape, the
soundings were made in lines about 2 km apart.

Attention to details

Richards' interest concerning the lake bottom has gone deeper than
depth readings. For someone who can talk knowledgeably about Lake
Superior's big picture, his focus can be small. He's been poring over
underwater snapshots to calibrate hydro-acoustical readings into eight
categories ranging from boulders to sand. His aim is to quantify accept-
able spawning areas for lake trout along different regions of the North
Shore. From Lester River to Split Rock Lighthouse to Grand Marais,

Richards is finding that the bottom of Lake Superior is a changing mix
of silt, cobble rocks, boulders, and other types of substrate.

Detailed habitat and substrate mapping make the waters off
Grand Marais seem inviting...for lake trout. Based on data lines that
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"Examining the habitat is probably the clearest path to fully
understanding what is going on in the lake," said Richards.

His hope is that the future will bring a better understanding of
spatial variation, a complete physical habitat assessment, and a more
quantified examination of fish-habitat relationships, Habitat mapping
could include overlays of depth, chemistry, primary production, sec-
ondary production, and fish survival.

As far as Lake Superior's big picture goes, Richards is prosaic.
"Like other lakes, we have problems � coastal development, con-

taminants  good news, though, many are declining!, and the social
issues surrounding fisheries management, to name a few. But this lake
is about as good as the world's great lakes get, so enjoy it."

And it's about as big as it gets, too. By surface area, Lake Superior
is the largest in the world; by volume, it's third. Even though Lake
Baikal in Siberia and Lake Tanganyika in East Africa hold a bit more
water, to those people who live along the North Shore and to all who
visit, it s superior.

Carl Richards is director of the

University of Minnesota Sea Grant

Program in Duluth, a professor in
the University of Minnesota

Duluth's biology department, and
a senior research associate at the

Natural Resources Research

Institute. He was educated in var-

ious parts of the country � earn-
ing a biology degree from the University of Southern
Mississippi, a master's degree in biology from California State
University in Los Angeles, and a Ph,D, in biology and ecolo-
gy from Idaho State University.



Mysteries of the Distilled %ater Ice Bath

P
rofessor Martin Auer, a veteran lake explorer from the Department

of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Michigan Technological
University, thrives on questions. He's the type who idolizes the late
marine ecologist Jacques Cousteau for his insatiable curiosity and who
will disassemble a child's toy to satisfy his own, He's the type to describe
Lake Superior as an "ice bath of distilled water," then proceed to illus-
trate how even this relatively cold, sterile lake is awash with mysteries.

"Before coming to Lake Superior, I worked on some of the filthi-
est, most degraded waters out there," said Auer. "Lake Superior just
seemed so big and empty by comparison. Then I took a closer look and
realized that, 'Wow!' this lake has got some terrific detective stories for
me to pursue."

Part of Auer's pursuit is in suspension, at a nearly sunless level.
Some of his lake-sleuthing takes place on and beneath the lake's silty
slopes, His subjects � algae, bacteria, and Diporeia � are diminutive in
size but not in their importance to Lake Superior's food web. Their
intertwined populations can be baffling but Auer is an expert detective
and an engaging storyteller.

The case of the watery grave
One of the first mysteries Auer likes to talk about is set in a graveyard
� of sorts. The plot involves a blanket of chlorophyll-packed algae that
appears each July near!y 30 meters below the surface of Lake Superior.
The mysterious green blanket even has an enigmatic name: the deep
chlorophyll maximum.

"The deep chlorophyll maximum is a wretched place for algae to
live," said Auer. "There is no way they  the algae! are down there
because they like dim light or cold temperatures. Yet there are a lot of
algae hanging on the transition zone between warmer surface water
and the very cold water below. The question is whether the algae con-
gregate there because of some attractive element or whether it's a set-
tling place for dying algae."

After the lake mixes each spring, algae are scattered sparingly, at
about half a microgram per liter throughout the water column. As April



Phytoplankton distribution in July illustrates the
"deep chlorophyl! maximum" in Lake Superior
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to an elephant graveyard, where algae go to die, than a fertile plain.
"An abundance of phosphorous is inconsequential to algae in the

deep chlorophyll maximum," said Auer. "It's like having money in
your pocket but all the stores are closed,"

Auer continues with his favorite explanation about why the algae
came to rest in the deep chlorophyll maximum.

"It's not that they  the algae! like to live there, it's a physical thing
for them, They are just sort of stuck there. After mixing, the algae sink
until they hit denser water where they eventually die,"

Unlike the algae  which are sinking to their death!, Auer reports
that bacteria "are growing like crazy" in the deep chlorophyll maxi-
mum and that their carbon requirements offer clues about what the
algae are doing 30 meters deep. Bacteria need carbon. Research indi-
cates that it would be impossible for the available photosynthesizing
phytoplankton in the deep chlorophyll maximum to supply the thriving
bacteria populations with the amount of carbon necessary for the level
of reproductive activity they exhibit. Evidently, the carbon sources used
by bacteria in the deep chlorophyll maximum are most characteristic of
bottom waters than those found in surface waters.

"It's the dying phytoplankton feeding the bacteria, not the carbon
excreted by reproducing algae," testified Auer, thus closing the Case of
the Watery Grave but not the Lake Superior mystery book.

The case of the disappearing Diporeia
Deeper than the deep chlorophyll maximum, another mystery is play-
ing out. Diporeia are dying in all of the Great Lakes except Lake
Superior, What makes this a case worth Holmes-like contemplation is
that, less than a century ago, this species of freshwater shrimp corn-
prised most of the anima! life on the Great Lakes' silty bottoms.

"Apparently Dr'poreia are headed for early retirement," said Auer.
"Within the last decade they' ve all but vanished in lakes Erie and
Ontario and they are going fast in Huron and Michigan. Soon, all that
will be left is a Diporeia museum and it' ll be right in the middle of
Lake Superior,"

The loss of Di poreia shakes the Great Lakes' food chain by direct-
ly affecting their predators, like whitefish and sculpin  one of the

11
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"way-cool fish" out there, according to Auer!. It also indirectly hurts
sculpin-eating lake trout and other higher-order predator fish.

In this Great Lakes who-done-it, zebra mussels are the primary sus-

pects. Like Di poreia, zebra mussels are bottom dwellers and eat algae.
Zebra mussels have conquered the floors of most of the Great Lakes

 but only bits of the inhospitable Lake Superior! over the last 15 years,
"Zebra mussels are like shop-vacs and are sucking up all the

Diporeia food," said Auer. "By comparison, Diporeia hop around and
pick off algae one-by-one."

Auer notes that Diporeia are creatures of aquatic hillsides. Based

on their distribution, the sloped regions connecting coasts to the sun-
less depths could hold more than 50 percent of the Diporeia in Lake
Superior. Sixty to 80 percent of the creatures that are sediment dwellers
live on these slopes. People inclined to take apart kids' toys like Auer
ask, "How come?"

He jokes, "The slope is far enough out that Diporeia can't hear
people but not so far that they are scared of the depth, It's where they
can run free!"

Actually, the distribution of Diporeia is related to the grain size of
the sediments and other physical aspects of life in water. Sediment on the
coastal shelf is composed of sand and the lake floor is mostly clay.

"You couldn't get a good dinner out of a plateful of sand or a
bowl of modeling clay and neither can Diporeia," said Auer.

The slope is made up of silty-organic matter, the type of substrate
where any self-respecting Diporeia would want to establish residency.
As in real estate: location, location, location. On the slopes, food

 algae! is more plentiful. The focusing of organic matter towards the

deeper lake puts creatures on the slope in the pathway of rolling feasts,

The case of the iron band

The greatest abundance of Diporeia occurs four or more kilometers

offshore, always in silt, Auer was certain that he would find the organ-
ic carbon there echoing the abundance of Diporeia in the seven inches
of silt he gathered. Surprise!

"That's why we call it RE-search. We eventually realized that Lake

Superior lays down only a millimeter or two of new sediment a year.

13



In Lake Superior, a rusty band indicates how deeply oxygen penetrates
the lake floor.
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were a hugely important part of the Great Lakes ecosystem during the
last century but we can only speculate about why they are disappear-
ing. We barely know what they eat. Just give me one scud missile's-
worth of funding and we' ll get beyond leeches,"

Auer is quick to mention he isn't the only detective on the trail of

Lake Superior mysteries, Like a good suspense novelist, he expects his
audience to get hooked and look deeper.

"Have you ever wondered why, if all the rivers flowing into Lake
Superior are brown, the lake is blue? Where have all the sturgeon
gone? Let's think about resuspended sediments and leftovers for din-

ner, again. Why are we taking pictures of the Great Lakes from space?
And just what is this water made up of anyway?"

Inquiring minds want to know. Stay curious.

Marty Auer is a professor in
the Department of Civil and

Environmental Engineering at
Michigan Technological University

in Houghton with over 30 years of
experience on the Great Lakes.

Auer was educated in Michigan

and New York, completing a forest

zoology degree from the State
University of New York. His master's was in environmental

engineering from the Syracuse University, and he earned his
doctorate in water resources science from the University of
Michigan. Since joining Michigan Tech University in 1981, Dr.

Auer has specialized in the area of surface water quality engi-
neering. His research involves field and lab studies and mathe-
matical modeling of water quality in lakes and rivers.
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Caught in a Food Web

H
unger, that sensation that propels you towards the refrigerator,

prompts fish to snap at anglers' lures. But, fish don't survive on
Rapalas+ and most don't lean towards vegetarianism, either,

More than 70 species of fish swim in Lake Superior and they' re
all eating something. For some, it's a fish-eat-fish world. Others dine
on versions of caviar and shrimp, Many thrive on transparent, almost
invisible animals, But the ramifications of even a fish's diet goes deep-
er than straight consumption and renowned fish biologist, James
 Jim! Kitchell, professor of zoology at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison is probing the subtler relationships among members of Lake
Superior's food web.

"The Chippewa refer to Lake Superior as 'Gichigami,' which basi-
cally means 'huge lake,' but that doesn't mean we know a huge
amount about this lake," said Kitchell, "Lake Superior is an ecologi-
cally new waterscape that contains glacial relics, like sturgeon, sculpin,
burbot, Diporeia and Mysis � the same assemblages found in Europe
and other big northern lakes. But gill net fishing has imposed huge eco-
logical changes on freshwater and marine food webs including Lake
Superior. Around the Great Lakes, we have also experienced a remark-
able set of more than 160 introduced and invasive species."

Bottom-up design
Just like the sun powers terrestrial systems, it powers the plant com-
munity in aquatic environments. On land, grasses and trees typically
convert light energy into food, in Lake Superior, which is relatively low
on warmth and nutrients, that job falls on the metaphorical shoulders
of green algae. These algae  phytoplankton! feed herds of grazing ani-
mals  zooplankton!, which in turn fuel predators like bigger zooplank-
ton, freshwater shrimp, and larval fish. Lake trout and burbot occupy
the pinnacle of Lake Superior's food web. They are fierce predators�
apex predators.

"Burbot and siscowet among smelt are like sharks among tuna,"
said Kitchell before he went on to explain that the average trophic level
of global fisheries is declining because "we' re harvesting the top off."
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With the help of gill nets, which Kitchell describes as a powerful eco-
logical force, people have been efficiently snaring fish such as lake
trout and cod  a relative of burbot! to the point where populations are
unable to persist,

Design contortions
Since the arrival of European settlers, the Lake Superior food web has
undergone design changes, even though the lake's surface still looks the
same, Casualties of their own edibility include lake trout, coaster
brook trout, lake sturgeon, and lake herring. Additional players
include a suite of introduced species including salmon strains and
crosses as well as rainbow smelt and steelhead. Invasive infiltrates,
such as sea lamprey and zebra mussels, have attained infamy through-
out the Great Lakes.

Lake trout fell off the food web in most of the Great Lakes by the
mid-1900s. A residual population in the western arm of Lake Superior
survived the species' rapid decline, which stalled after sea lamprey con-
trol began and harvesting pressures were lifted. Common knowledge
asserts that overharvesting and the vampirish sea lamprey pounded
trout populations but recent studies suggest that chemical pollutants
such as DDT also corrupted their reproduction ability.

Lake trout relied on lake herring like foxes rely on rabbits. As lake
trout became less available, the abundance of lake herring became
more interesting to fishermen. Overharvest, and possibly pollution,
preceded the herring population crash occurring about a decade after
lake trout numbers spiraled towards zero,

The success of non-native rainbow smelt in the wake of native her-
rings' misfortune could have subtly shifted the food web foundations
from waterfleas  cladocerans!, to freshwater shrimp  Mysis!, but that' s
not all that smelt did. According to Kitchell, smelt also "have those
nasty little teeth and will eat small herring and lake trout, too."
Computer simulations designed and run by Kitchell and his colleagues
predict that lake herring will continue to become more abundant now
that rainbow smelt are rarer. Field observations concur.
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A plague of riches
Lal<e t! out l! e also bec >n>ii>g rno e abunclant, Maybe  n son>e cases,
too al>undanl. h?esp!'te I.al<e,>uiperior s chill>' tempe  atu!'Cs ar d ! ela-
tively lo>v pr iductbrity, researchers and fishermen are thinkin«rhe lal<e

might have too many fat fish.
Not just any l.ake!>uperior I'ish can sport up to 70 percent body

fat. lt's siscowet, a hetty s>n ain ol' lake trout that swin>s xvith burbot in
the eleepe! craters of Lake huper i>r. "!> sco>vet,'" said K tchell, "liter-
ally translates from r..? jibive to 'cooks itself,' » hich is xvhat happens if
you put  h s fish  iea! a fl:lnie.
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Unlike their svelte kin  lean lake trout!, obesity is a natural state
for siscowets. Siscowets' tendency to develop more body fat �0-70
percent! than lean lake trout  about 10 percent! is normal and not a
source of concern. What fisheries researchers and those catching fish

on Lake Superior have noticed are copious numbers � about 100 mil-
lion according to one estimate � of these plump native fish.

"If the goal of fisheries management was to restore native fish in
Lake Superior, then siscowets are a huge success," said Kitchell.
"We' ve got riches! If the goal is to restore an ecosystem that supports
important recreational and commercial fisheries similar to those of the
past, then we have a plague � a plague of those riches."

Kitchell loves telling "fish stories" and many now allude to the
current abundance of siscowet,

"Introduced smelt might have played a role in displacing native
herring but now that they are being eaten by a sizable lake trout pop-
ulation, the chances that herring will recover has improved."

Kitchell noted the decreased number of smelt  "T-bone steaks

from a siscowet's perspective"! since their hey-day along the North
Shore, Smelt are the preferred food of Lake Superior's top predators
 lake trout and burbot! but as their populations decline the big fish
are forced to eat Mysis  a freshwater shrimp!, which in Kitchell's
words "are cheese sandwiches and simply not as satisfying as a T-
bone steak."

The Hendrickson family, who has operated a commercial fishery
on the North Shore for over 100 years, reports that trout fishing is the
best it has been in a lifetime. But there isn't much value in having a sis-

cowet on the end of the line or in the net, They try to avoid catching
siscowets by casting their nets higher in lean lake trout territory.

"People generally don't eat siscowet and, although their omega-3
oil content might interest folks in the health supplement industry, there
just isn't a demand for these fish," said Jeff Gunderson, associate direc-
tor and fisheries extension educator for Minnesota Sea Grant. "We' re

exploring opportunities to market siscowet and the economics of using
them for their oils, but so far they' re a tough sell."

Kitchell credits the effective constraint of commercial fisheries and

persistent sea lamprey control for the successful recovery of Lake
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Western Lake Superior pelagic fish biomass  g/m-2j

.'>upei!o! 's lake trout. "I.ook!ng;lt what has happened ln thc lake and
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should take a bow because this is the only lake in which the goal of
restoring native fish species is being accomplished, He also said it is
imperative that people understand what is going on in this lake. To do
this, he plans to continue to refine and use his model of Lake
Superior's pelagic food web,

Jim Kitchell is the associate director
for the Center for Limnology at the
University of Wisconsin Madison and
is very active in his deparnnent and
field. Kitchell holds a bachelor' s

degree in biology from Ball State
Teachers College in Muncie, Indiana.
He then jumped straight to his Ph.D.
in biology from the University of
Colorado in Boulder, Kitchell's specialties are fisheries and the
roles predators and prey play in lake food webs. He's also devel-
oped a computer model about this t'opic,
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The Rise and Fall of Something Great

he math seems deceptively simple: 1 inch of water = 550 billion
gallons. This is the equation for how many gallons are contained

in one inch of water from across the entire span of Lake Superior
�1,700 square miles!, Arriving at that figure is a complicated calcula-

tion, requiring addition, subtraction, and redistribution, And it has
wide-ranging impacts, from ecological to industrial. When one inch of
water is removed from Lake Superior, a typical ore boat must carry a
lighter load to keep from scraping its hull along the harbor bottom.
This safe distance converts into about 10,000 tons of cargo for a 1,000
foot ore boat over the shipping season.

Watching inches and gallons come and go from the Great Lakes is

a task the U,S, Army Corps of Engineers conducts with exactness,

reporting weekly water levels for each lake and making related six-
month forecasts, In 1997, they noted that lakes Erie, Michigan, and
Huron lapped about two feet above their long-term averages, and they
continued measuring as the lakes fell by three feet. Lake Superior
exhibited the smallest fluctuations among the Great Lakes since 1997,
but even this enormous body of water has had its ups and downs.

Following the highs and lows of the Great Lakes exposes the dynamic
rhythms of the system and our planet.

Bouncing back
For most people, the Great Lakes, like oceans, offer a comforting sense

of permanence, In reality, the Great Lakes are recent and definitely
temporary,

"About 15,000 years ago there was no Great Lakes system at
all," said Al Klein, area engineer with the U,S, Army Corps of
Engineers in Duluth. "A huge ice shield covered the area where the
Great Lakes now lie. There was no Lake Superior and no hint of the
features to come,"

For 10,000 years this ice shield scoured the area, grinding and

crushing the land beneath it, forming the enormous ancient glacial
Lake Agassiz, which washed to sea. It formed glacial Lake Xipissing,
which eventually sunk into the familiar shape of the upper Great
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Lakes. It also produced Glacial Lake Duluth, a precursor to Lake
Superior whose waves cut the cliffs of the North Shore of Minnesota.
These wave-cut cliffs of Glacial Lake Duluth are memorials to a time

when water levels were about 450 feet higher, making the 3.8-foot
variations the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers recorded over the last
century comparatively miniscule.

The glaciers left, for awhile at least, but the land they squashed
continues to rebound from their tremendous weight. Some calculations
suggest the ground sagged approximately one foot for every three feet
of glacial cover and the ice shield towered over a mile above the earth.

"The glaciers were thousands of feet thick," said Klein, "And the
land they crushed is still rebounding at 21 inches a century in some
areas. Around Duluth, it's rebounding about six inches per century."

The technical term for this phenomenon is "isostatic rebound."
Since glaciation, the greatest amount of isostatic rebound has occurred
in the north where the ice was thickest and remained for the longest
time. This rebound continues to change the shape of the lakes,
although at an almost imperceptible pace.

"It's like a slowly tilting glass of water," said Klein, "The amount
of water stays the same but the distribution changes."

It's raining, it's pouring
Changes occurring over the Great Lakes on a geological scale are not
the Army Corps' primary focus. They are more concerned with the
immediate consequences of natural processes and human activities on
lake levels. Nature delivers almost all of the water entering the Great
Lakes. Each year an average of 2,5 feet of water drops into Lake
Superior...as snow, rain, sleet, and sometimes hail. Streams contribute
roughly two more feet of water,

With an average of 4,5 feet of new water pouring into Lake Superior
each year, maybe the Army Corps should be building an ark. Not so fast
with that hammer! Nature is rarely average and there is some subtract-
ing to do. Approximately 1.6 feet evaporates off the top of Lake
Superior each year and surplus water rolls down the St. Marys River. A
hydrograph of Lake Superior illustrates the historic rise and fall of the
lake and suggests the region is not currently as wet as "average."
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Precipitation  water in! and temperature  water out! play large
roles in lake levels, Since the autumn of 1997, precipitation has
decreased and air temperatures have increased over the Great Lakes.
Less snow, less ice cover, more evaporation, and depleted ground water
supplies have all contributed to below-average Great Lakes water lev-
els. Snowmelt runoff is responsible for about 40 percent of the annual
water supply. Since the spring of 1996-1997 when the Great Lakes
were flush with water, less snow has fallen. At the same time, ice cover
has diminished, allowing more winter evaporation.

"Lake effect snow, although good for skiing, doesn't count
towards more water in the lake," cautions Klein. "It's the same stuff
that just came out of the lake so it adds nothing hydrologically, It's the
warmer Pacific or Gulf storms from outside the region that bring the
most new water, not cold dry air from the arctic."

Depending on the weather conditions, the lake could lose over an
inch of water to the sky each week in October, the month with the
highest evaporation rate.
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Seiches

Seiches wash across Lake Superior almost continuously during the ice-
free season and can create daily fluctuations in water levels on any of
the five Great Lakes. Seiches are typically the product of wind and air

pressure forcing water to an end of the lake. When these pressures
recede, the water rocks back and forth until gravity and friction pulls
it back to rest.

"In 1955, a seiche on Lake Erie made a 12-foot difference in water

levels between each end," said Klein,

In 1998, a seiche surging in and out of Two Harbors, Minnesota
damaged ships loading iron ore, This was not the first Lake Superior
seiche to roughhouse hapless vessels, nor is it the only way a seiche
connects with human flotillas. Seiches also produce a current that can
be strong enough to interfere with navigation. These currents also cir-
culate food for the lake's aquatic inhabitants. You can observe

seiche data on the Internet through National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration's weather gauges on Great Lakes

 www.glerl.noaa.gov/data/now/wlevels/! or by accessing the Duluth
Streams sensor in the mouth of the St. Louis River under the aerial lift

bridge in Duluth  www.duluthstreams.org!,

The lowdown

Humans, despite their prevalence and abilities, have only a
modest capacity to alter the levels of the Great Lakes compared to nat-

ural forces. To promote common good, the United States and
Canada established the 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty creating the

International Joint Commission  IJC!, which advises the neighboring
governments about Great Lakes issues, It has jurisdiction over uses,

diversions, and obstructions of the boundary waters. It also works to
prevent and resolve disputes between the two countries.

To a minimal extent, the IJC regulates Lake Superior's levels at the
Soo Locks, which are located near where Lake Superior empties into

the St. Marys River, through the actions of one of its boards. The
International Lake Superior Board of Control  ILSBC! strives to bal-

ance the outflow of Lake Superior into Lakes Michigan and Huron,

which hydrologically respond as one lake, The Lake Superior
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Regulation Plan 1977-A specifies that Lake Superior's water levels
remain within a certain range and limits high flows into the St. Marys
River while managing the levels of lakes Michigan and Huron. Lake
Superior flows through the Soo Locks, three power plants, fishery
works, and compensating works at roughly 76,000 cubic-feet-per-sec-
ond. Humans can also, to some extent, control how much of Lake
Ontario flows down the St. Lawrence River.

Aside from dams and locks, humans manipulate the depth of the
Great Lakes by diverting water, dredging shipping channels and har-
bors, and through consumptive uses. Major Great Lakes diversions,
which the IJC concluded add more water than they remove, involve an
inflow from Long Lac and Ogoki to Lake Superior, an outflow from
Lake Michigan at Chicago, and alternative routes for water at the
Welland Canal and through the New York Barge Canal diversion.

Managing Great Lakes water is a big job. If the Great Lakes were
spread evenly over the mainland states of the U,S., we would be swim-
ming in ten feet of water; about 20 percent of the fresh surface water
on Earth, Although an inch or two change in the level of Lake Superior
doesn't affect most of us, shorelines can be profoundly altered by the
rise and fall of the Great Lakes. What's Up with Wetlands:', the next
chapter in this book, explores water fluctuation and its profound
impact on coastal wetlands, but changing water levels also impact
human activities and can exacerbate erosion. Inches equal money
for the Great Lakes shipping industry and inches equal billions, and
billions of gallons.



The U,S. Army Corps of Engineers forecasts water levels based on
long-term averages, high and lows, and current measurements. They

issue a monthly bulletin of lake levels for the Great Lakes, bi-weekly
channel depth forecasts and weekly level forecasts. This information,
and more, can be accessed through the Internet at:
www.lre. usace.army.mil.

Al Klein is the area engineer with

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
in Duluth, Klein has worked for

the corps for 25 years and has

lived around Lake Superior his
whole life. He earned his bache-

lor's degree in civil engineering

from Michigan Technological
University. Klein is also a regis-

tered engineer in the state of Minnesota. Before coming to
Duluth, he worked out of the Corps' St. Paul district and he
is currently responsible for all of the Corps' activities around
the northland,
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terns. Wetland plants and animals endure, and sometimes thrive, on
the fickle availability of Superior's water and the oxygen it carries,

Noticing this and the diversity of life along the shore, Keough
commented, "The open lake is enduring and engaging but this is where
the action is!"

Living in flux

Similar to salt marshes fringing ocean coasts, the wetlands of Lake
Superior are crucibles of life. They cover far less than one percent of
Lake Superior's surface but they are vastly more important than their
apparent size, generating much of the energy fueling the system's food
web. These transitional zones between land and deep water are where
hydrophytes  plants adapted for life in water! can create a forest-like
maze through which fish and frogs move or where waterlogged soils
generate food for shorebirds.

The plants of coastal wetlands thrive on the fluctuations, as does
their diversity. Fed by snow, rain, rivers, and groundwater, Lake
Superior swells to its September/October peak, about a foot above a
March/April trough. With comparative sluggishness, Lake Superior
water levels peak months after inland lake levels begin a descent into
the growing season. Although water levels that continue to rise
through the growing season don't suit all plants, such a situation
favors northern wild rice  Zinnia palustris!. This annual germinates
exclusively underwater to produce a floating stage that eventually
roots, then shoots aerially to flower.

Lake Superior's wetlands, aside from giving rise to approximately
50 mosquito species  don't worry, only about a dozen of these want
your blood!, are important for maintaining the species diversity of
other animals and numerous plants � in Lake Superior, tens of thou-
sands of waterfowl and water birds migrate through Canada's
Thunder Bay marshes each spring and fall. On the other side of
Superior, Portage Entry marsh has one of the highest densities of nesting
dabbling ducks in all the Great Lakes. Over 57 species of fish swim in
Allouez Bay  Wisconsin! and significant plant species lurk in shallow
water marshes, swamps and meadow marshes around the lake.

"Coastal wetlands in Lake Superior are critical habitat as fish
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Lake Superior wetland water level response to seiches
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spawning areas, nursery areas, and feeding areas," said Keough. "Over
50 species of fish are closely associated with coastal wetlands and
water flow determines what lies at the base of their food chain."

In this wet and hungry world, the pace of water influences plant
life, Plankton float freely and abundantly in slow-moving water, but
the algae living on the surface of plants  epiphytic algae! becomes more
plentiful fodder as the flow of water increases.

Although free-floating plankton and epiphytic algae have quite a
bit in common, they incorporate different forms of carbon and nitrogen
into their cells. Using a technique that contrasts these different ele-
ments, researchers can identify the life stage and diet of a fish through
its carbon and nitrogen fingerprint," When tracking the veiled inner
workings of coastal habitats, carbon and nitrogen fingerprints reveal
who  or what! was for dinner. For instance, before it's swallowed by a
walleye, a hungry minnow might have gulped free-floating plankton or
grazed epiphytic algae from stems of bulrushes for most of its life.
Knowing this information illuminates the life of the fish, and allows

researchers to understand aspects of the environment in which it swam.

For peat's sake

Marshes, with their hydrophylic  water-loving! sedges, rushes and
reeds, dominate Great Lakes wetlands but Lake Superior retains some-
thing that the other Great Lakes have virtually lost � peatland. Partly
due to less human activity around Lake Superior, peatlands, replete
with sedges and sphagnum, still occur in many of the wetlands hugging
Lake Superior's coast. Bark Bay of the Bayfield Peninsula exemplifies
the peat lagoons in Lake Superior.

"Peatlands, sometimes called fens, were once very common along
the Great Lakes, now they' re almost extinct in the lower Great Lakes,"
said Keough, "We changed the coasts � by adding nutrients, changing
the water flow and through shoreline development � so peatland
couldn't persist. My feeling is that most Lake Superior wetlands had
peat in their backwaters; unique floating islands with orchids and
other rare native plants. The troubling part is that once these unique
peat systems disappear, they seldom return,"
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Seiches rock

Seiches rock the lake during the entire ice-free season, flushing wetlands
with water as well as oxygen and nitrogen. Plants thrive on the nitro-
gen, but fish covet the oxygen. Although their oxygen-dependency
varies by species, most fish need to swim in at least 4 mg/L of dissolved
oxygen  DO! to survive, The cold, nutrient-impoverished water of
Lake Superior is typically saturated with oxygen � 9 to 12 mg/L DO�
whereas an associated wetland in August might contain much less.
Rivers or streams contributing to the wetland often carry algae-
producing nutrients  nitrogen and phosphorous! and by the time they
reach the lake their oxygen levels could be depleted. Seiche activity can
influence the composition of the fish community simply by delivering
oxygen to backwaters that can sometimes become low enough in
oxygen to discourage certain fish.

When a 3-inch to 3-foot seiche sweeps into a wetland, the result
depends on the wetland's unique properties. Scientists like Keough
categorize Great Lakes wetlands into about a half dozen types.
Lagoon/barrier, riverine, and embayments are the three most common
types on Lake Superior. Minnesota's coast sports some alder slough
embayments, but the topography is so steep that wetlands mainly form
where streams slow and mesh with the brisk water of the lake  riverine!,

Both the more unusual delta and dune-generated wetlands occur along
the south shores of Lake Superior. Open shoreline wetlands persist
only by surviving the battering of waves and scouring of ice; they are
present but uncommon around Lake Superior.

Water levels in wetlands connected to Lake Superior usually echo
that of the lake. Occasionally, seiches are amplified in a shallow river-
ine wetland as water from both the lake and a tributary mix then wash
out. In other wetlands, especially the lagoon/barrier type, water might
accumulate behind a temporary sandbar built by waves and a variety
of other physical forces, When water pressure from a storm or seiche
collapses the bar, the wetland resumes its usual pattern of mirroring
lake levels. The estuary of Little Fish Creek contains such a wetland;
at times it has risen 1.3 feet �.4 meters! beyond lake levels behind an
exceptionally active sandbar.



One more word

"Dynamic" might be the best word to describe Superior's wetlands.
Water level fluctuations can change the almost-invisible food base as
well as the visible plant community. The hourly seiches, seasonal highs
and lows, and year-to-year variations are essential to the character and
functions of coastal wetlands.

"Lake Superior's wetlands are some of my very favorite places in
all the world," says Keough, even as she is bombarded by mosquitoes
while standing hip-boot high in what some might view as muck. "Lake
Superior has some of the best, most pristine wetlands of all the Great
Lakes. These wetlands and their associated plant and animal life are
certainly influenced by our actions but they are sustained by nature' s
unfettered hydro-power."

This power complies with the dictums of wind, seasonal cycles,
and global patterns. Its forces are evident in Lake Superior's dynamic
wetlands, which follow neither oceanic nor inland patterns, In a minor

way, too, nature reveals its power through a tidal tug of a distant moon
on an inland sea.

Janet Keough is the acting direc-

tor of the U,S, Environmental

Protection Agency's Mid-Continent
Ecology Division in Duluth, Keough
earned her bachelor's degree in biol-
ogy from Cornell University, her
master's degree in plant ecology
from Western Michigan University,
and her Ph.D. in aquatic ecology from the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her previous career with the U.S.
Geological Survey and Fish and Wildlife Service took her to
many parts of the country, including the Chesapeake Bay,
Mississippi Delta, Northern Rocky Mountains, Platte River of
Nebraska, the prairie potholes of South Dakota, and the Great
Lakes. Her focus has always been wetland-oriented and she is
responsible for the overall management of all of the research
projects that take place at the Mid-Continent Ecology Division,
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Coastal Truths kom Eco-Sleuths

Dedicated to our friend and colleague, John Kingston �949-2004!

imagine this will be the richest data set that any of us will have to

work with in our lifetimes," said Lucinda Johnson, associate center
director of the University of Minnesota's Natural Resources Research
Institute  NRRI!.

Johnson was talking about her Great Lakes Environmental
Indicator  CLEI! project colleagues and the information they are

amassing about the United States coastlines of the Great Lakes.

Coastlines may be the most endangered systems on the planet. More
than half of the world's humans live on the drier side of a coastal

region while more than 90 percent of the world's fish hail from the

wetter side. Coasts are sensitive to climate and environmental changes

yet are hardy enough to have served as our playgrounds, industrial
centers, fish hatcheries, and sometimes the ultimate dump for cen-
turies. As the number of humans on the planet presses towards seven
billion, deterioration of coastal regions is evident in beach closings,
poor water quality due to input of sediment and toxic substances, and
loss of habitat and biodiversity. The U.S. Great Lakes coastline is no
exception. The area is heavily industrialized and includes some of the
largest cities in the nation.

In light of the importance of coasts, 27 investigators and an army
of assistants have been collecting, measuring, counting, sorting, ana-
lyzing, and summarizing the condition of the U.S. Great Lakes coast-
line. The ecologists synthesizing these data agree that the information

they are accumulating through the Great Lakes Environmental

Indicators  GLEI! project is exceptional, Since the four-year project
began in 2001, their search for environmental indicators, their Holy

Grail, has required them to identify characteristics of the Great Lakes
coasts that can be used to efficiently and economically gauge ecological
health, It's an intensive and extensive quest, These environmental indi-

cators include many of the 80 espoused by the State of the Lakes
Ecosystems Conferences  SOLEC! plus a host of new ones.

"The data generated and encompassed by this project are vast,"



said Gerald Niemi, director of the University of Minnesota's Center for
Water and the Environment within ARRI and the principal investiga-
tor of the GLEI project. "We' re looking at a wide range of subjects
from the chemicals in the water to landscape elements that cover mil-
lions of acres. We are also investigating many of the critters, like fish,
bugs, birds, and amphibians living on the coasts of the Great Lakes.
It's both exciting and daunting to be sifting through all of this infor-
mation to ascertain which elements or combination of elements will

serve as the best indicators of environmental stress or change on the
Great Lakes coasts,"

To be successful, the researchers cooperating in this $6-million-
project have contributed their objectivity, individual expertise, and
results to the collective cause, They are on the verge of recommend-
ing a list of indicators that can be used to monitor environmental
health along the fringes of the Great Lakes. To achieve this, the inves-
tigators have considered hundreds of potential indicators. They have
been testing potential environmental indicators using a combination
of existing data and new field data to link environmental stress with
observed responses and they have examined the margins of the Great
Lakes from multiple perspectives; this includes thousands of miles,
from Minnesota's Canadian border to the St. Lawrence River as it

flows through the state of New York. The team defined coastline
segments based on exposure to the open water of the Great Lakes,
classifying wetlands into open shoreline, riverine, and barrier beach,
and other frontage as bay or high-energy coastline, These classes are
distinct in the composition and abundance of plant and animal species
they support.

Diatoms

Along with landscape elements that cover millions of acres, the
research includes the diminutive. Beneath the surface of coastal waters,

suspended in the water column and in the slick covering on submerged
rocks, vegetation, and bottom sediments, a thriving microscopic world
of diatoms captures a picture of the environment in glass. Different
diatom species prevail in habitats defined by their temperature, light,
salinity, and nutrient conditions. These single-celled algae live within
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strategies that can be used by management agencies to cost-effectively
identify the causes and extent of impairments to fish and invertebrate
populations and therefore habitat and water quality.

Johnson explained that fish also play major roles in the GLEI
project's research concerning toxins.

"Larval fish and their response to gradients of endocrine-disrupting
chemicals and potential photo-toxicity are the windows though which
a team of GLEI researchers are examining contaminants in the water,"
she said.

New contaminant concerns

Endocrine disrupting chemicals are widespread in North America and
Europe  see the chapter entitled Drugs, Sex and the Seamier Side of
"Fresh" %'ater!. Recent research on cormorants and lake trout has

shown that these chemicals are weighty concerns in the Great Lakes.
Likewise, recent investigations have shown that male bullheads can be
used to identif'y the presence of endocrine disrupting chemicals in the
water when they produce a protein normally exclusive to female fish.
It is this sensitivity exhibited by otherwise tough-guy bullheads that is
allowing researchers to identify which chemicals have the most estro-
genic activity and thus, which threaten fish reproduction in the Great
Lakes.

The other newly recognized contaminants under scrutiny are pho-
toactivated PAHs  polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons!, PAHs rise from
burning wood and fossil fuels, including the incomplete combustion of
petroleum, and ride breezes that drop them into the Great Lakes.
Particular members of this class of pollutants become more toxic in
aquatic systems when combined with the ultraviolet  UV! radiation

traveling to Earth on waves of sunlight. Earlier studies suggest that
young fish, which live in shallow water and are almost transparent, are
vulnerable to the synergy of UV radiation coupled with PAHs.
Assuming that the presence of specific PAHs indicate the potential loss
of vulnerable larval fish from coastal communities, GLEI researchers

sampled larval fish and sediments from about 20 sites to measure PAH
levels and calculate UV exposure,
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Feathers and amphibians
When birds and amphibians become indicators, the "canary-in-the-
mine" scenario plays out in its most literal sense, Miners of a century
ago understood that if a mine's canary fell ill  or worse yet, dead
silent!, the air was unhealthy and they had best beat a path to the sur-
face. Around the Great Lakes region, avian-based monitoring pro-
grams might be similarly helpful gauges of environmental conditions.
Great Lakes forests are one of the richest habitats for breeding song-
birds in North America and these birds have generated an impressive
public following.

Plumage is only one characteristic that makes birds attractive
environmental indicators. Birds, as well as frogs and salamanders, can
be sensitive to large-scale stresses like landscape degradation or a
combination of less obvious stresses, like habitat alteration, water or

sediment contamination, lake level changes, and predator population
fluctuations. Additionally, it is easy to standardize monitoring methods
and to link indicators with stresses at a variety of scales,

The researchers challenged with generating information on the
way that groups of birds and amphibians reflect environmental
changes are quantifying how indicators relate to environmental stress-
es and forming predictive models based on these relationships. They
expect bird and amphibian assemblages to reflect habitat alteration,
the presence of exotic species, and water table changes. To test their
hypotheses, they conducted surveys of birds and frogs in about 200
wetlands adjacent to or near the Great Lakes and are examining the
results of the extensive volunteer Marsh Monitoring Program and
other sources of data, They also conducted bird surveys in nearby
uplands with over 2,000 counts within 160 coastal segments to create
profiles of species and abundance for the entire U.S. Great Lakes coast.

Green from ground and sky
The problem with animals is that they hide, as well as run, hop, and
fly away. Wetland plants, on the other hand, are less able to evade the
sharp eye of a scientist. By monitoring the chlorophyll-producing com-
munities of the shorelines, Great Lakes ecologists can track changes in
nutrient supplies, chemical components, sediment deposition  along
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with its texture and content!, and water level fluctuations.

Plants, aside from heing photosynthetic, are photogenic � a desirable
feature for an environmental indicator, Using satellite imaging, plants
can be mapped from the sky, allowing sweeping pictures, digitization
and categorization of species composition over relatively huge tracts.
Additionally, historical records and maps of vegetation make it pos-
sible to examine how the Great Lakes' wetland greenery has changed

over time.

GLEI researchers involved with wetland plants have identified veg-
etative indicators that can be measured at a variety of scales. At one

end, they slogged through 50-plus wetlands measuring such properties
as: presence, abundance, or expansion of invasive plants; number of
native taxa; presence of rare species and those with narrow environ-
mental tolerances; and species richness. At the other end, digital tech-
nology has allowed all of the GLEI researchers to study aerial photo-
graphs and satellite images to generate landscape information about
broad patterns in wetland distribution, habitat cover, and land use. By
the end of the project, the team expects to identify the relationships
between environmental stresses and their chosen indicators and to

make objective comments on the utility and reliability of vegetative
indicators for calculating environmental change.

It's really about fresh water and land use

Water quality and associated land use of the coastal region are pivotal
issues upon which the CLEI project balances, A subset of researchers are
examining differences in water quality to help characterize nearshore
sampling sites as well as to calibrate diatom indicators. Field measure-
ments included temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, electrical conductivity
 a measure of salinity or dissolved solids!, clarity, and turbidity. In
addition to on-site testing, some water samples are transferred to the
laboratory for closer, more expensive, analyses including nutrients
 nitrogen and phosphorus!, color and organic matter, suspended sedi-
ments, and chlorophyll  indicating algal levels!.

The project is also making use of geographic information systems
 GIS! and remote sensing technology to describe the stresses that are
impacting the Great Lakes coastal areas. To that end, the CIS team has



amassed a database of the entire U,S, side of the Great Lakes Basin,

consisting of over 200 variables including atmospheric deposition of
pollutants  such as acid rain!, land use, hutnan population and census
data, soil characteristics and topography, and shoreline modifications.
Land use change was determined by comparing satellite images from
1992 to 2002, High resolution spatial images are being examined for

what they might show about fine-scale development and changes in
shoreline position due to water level fluctuations.

Land use cover type maps are also being developed from the most
sophisticated commercial satellite in the sky, the Quickbird, This satel-

lite can identify land and coastline characteristics at a scale of less than
five meters and has even been used to identify submerged aquatic vege-
tation. Ephemeral submerged plants have been difficult to census but are
extremely important to the biota and health of the Great Lakes coast-

line, Remote sensing techniques, like those provided through the
Quickbird satellite, may prove one of the most economically feasible
ways to monitor and detect change in the Great Lakes coastal region.
Ultimately, the landscape data will be linked with GLEI's bird, amphib-
ian, fish, invertebrate, wetland plant, and diatom information to reveal
how humans affect coastal ecosystems.

The climax of the CLEI story is being written this year as the

researchers synthesize their findings and compare notes. Their recom-
mendations will include comments about indicator uncertainty, cost-
effectiveness, and evaluations of how environmental pressures relate to
specific indicators in the Great Lakes. With these expert recommenda-
tions, Great Lakes agencies and groups will have the tools and instruc-
tions to follow trends in coastal conditions.

For more information about the Great Lakes Environmental

Indicator project, please log onto http: //glei.nrri.umn.edu. The GLEI
project is part of a national endeavor involving the United States'
coasts. Comparable projects include the:

~ Atlantic Coast Environmental Indicators Consortium
 www.aceinc.or/~!

~ Atlantic Slope Consortium  www,asc.psu,edu/!
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~ Pacific Estuarine Ecosystem Indicator Research Consortium
 www. bml,ucda vis,edu/peeir/!

~ Consortium for Estuarine Ecoindicator Research for the Gulf of
Mexico  www.corns.usm.edu/ceer~om/!.

The Great Lakes Environmental Indicator project  R82867501! is funded by a
U.S. EPA's Science to Achieve Results grant through the Estuarine and Great
Lakes Initiative  EaGLe! of the Office of Research and Development to the
University of Minnesota, The project is also designed to complement the U.S.
EPA's Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program  EMAP!,

Lucinda Johnson is associate direc-
tor and a senior research associate

at the Center for Water and

Environment with the University
of Minnesota Duluth's Natural

Resources Research Institute,

Johnson earned her bachelor' s

degree from Duke University, her
master's degree in environmental
science and forestry from the State University of New York,
and her Ph.D. from Michigan State University. She is also a
graduate faculty member of the University's Dept. of Biology
and Water Resources Program. Her specialties include land-
scape ecology, aquatic ecosystems, and amphibian biology,
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Drugs, Sex and the Seamier Side of "Fresh" Water

hat's this world coming to? Even our water is on drugs. Steroids
were found in about 100 of 139 streams sampled throughout

the country, often floating in solutions of insect repellent, detergent,
and medicine. Albeit, the concentrations of the 85 different chemicals

detected were low, but Discover Magazine lauded this research, which
was published in Environmental Science and Technology," as one of
the most important science stories of its year. And, again, because soci-
ety needs frequent reminding, these waterborne chemicals and the way
they interact with each other and the environment add to the hidden
costs of a Western lifestyle.

"Having proof that residual chemicals from pharmaceuticals, hor-
mones, and other wastewater contaminants are in some of the freshest

water in the world is alarming but not surprising," said Deborah
Swackhamer, professor in the School of Public Health at the University
of Minnesota Twin Cities, in reference to North American streams and
Lake Superior.

The vast and vexing ways human-generated chemicals filter into
aquatic systems, and the consequences of their presence, has occupied
the last five years of Swackhamer's life, Through her investigations, she
has become an authority on the ways our use of products as common
as antibacterial soap, coffee, and insect repellent disrupt the lives of
animals. These products, and many others, frequently contain hor-
monally active agents, the official name for endocrine disrupters.

Hormonally active agents mimic hormones. They throw a monkey
wrench into otherwise normal health by binding to the body's hormone
receptors or interfering with typical hormone responses. Endocrine dis-
rupters can halt or stimulate hormone production and change the way
hormones travel. The most common endocrine disrupters are environ-
mental estrogens, which act like the group of female sex hormones
known as estrogen. Of these, estradiol is most potent. Estrogen-like
compounds occur naturally and in medicines, plastics, and insecticides,

Left: Deformed cormorant chicks due to DDT.
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Collateral damage
Can you name the endocrine-disrupting chemical that earned its cham-

pion, Paul Muller, a Nobel Prize in 1948? This chemical possibly saved
25 million lives. But, by the 1960s, its outstanding effectiveness as a
pesticide was eclipsed hy its environmental shock waves. Its lethal
affect on birds was first noted when a robin die-off followed spraying
to control beetles that carry Dutch elm disease. In sub-lethal doses it
causes eggshell thinning, cross-billed syndrome, and reproductive fail-
ure in birds like peregrine falcons, brown pelicans, and bald eagles.

The pesticide is dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane  DDT! and it set
the stage for modern contaminant research.

"The science surrounding what we know about endocrine-
disrupting chemicals happened in a backward perspective," said
Swackhamer, "The research was driven by very real environmental evi-
dence, not speculation about what might happen."

Birds of prey might have been the talisman of early research on the
environmental shadow cast by synthetic chemicals but alligators pro-
pelled the problem into the 1990s. Male alligators from Lake Apopka,
Florida, began exhibiting a laundry list of problems: decreased penis
size, low testosterone, elevated estrogen, intersex characteristics, and
high mortality. These problems were linked to a large pesticide spill
that occurred several years earlier. The pesticide contained an anti-
androgen chemical that accumulated in the alligators' bodies and eggs.

Floridian alligators notwithstanding, endocrine disruption has
probably been most studied in the Great Lakes. After surviving a DDT-
induced population crash, double-crested cormorants are still plagued
with at least 19 chemically-related abnormalities including crossed-bill
syndrome  the bird's beak is grotesquely deformed! and edema  extra
fluid!. Researchers have found that five percent of cormorant eggs laid
in the upper Great Lakes still contain deformed embryos, some of
which exhibit both male and female reproductive structures. Research
on cormorant deformities in the Great Lakes region made common

environmental pollutants  particularly VC8s and dioxin! common
household words.
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The compounds that wash into the Great Lakes ultimately funnel
into the St, Lawrence River. Belugas that reside in the estuary waters
of this river are described as one of the most polluted mammals on
Earth; their PCB levels are so high that dead belugas from the St.
Lawrence are treated as toxic waste. Their tumors and hermaphrodit-
ic characteristics stem from the mix of endocrine-disrupting chemicals
flowing from Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, Erie, Buffalo, Toronto, and
dozens of other population centers.

Elevating the problem on a societal scale, children born to moth-
ers who consumed large amounts of Great Lakes fish show develop-
mental, behavioral, and IQ deficits.

"The effects on children were measurable and similar to fetal alco-

hol syndrome and lead poisoning in the womb," said Swackhamer.
"Scientists have also correlated the amount of fish consumed to

decreases in sperm count and delayed onset of menstruation."

Something seems fishy
Humans eat, drink, use, and then discard a plethora of chemicals. The
sub-lethal effects of these substances vary greatly among animal
species and remain relatively unknown. Levels of toxins or endocrine
disrupters that don't kill an organism still might impair critical func-
tions like vision, swim bladder inflation, or the ability to produce
healthy offspring. It is this subtle erosion of vigor that Swackhamer
and her colleagues are investigating.

The evidence for exposure to estrogens in the environment is found
in the body of a male fish � in the form of vitellogenin. Vitellogenin
 VTG! is a protein that contributes to egg yolk and is usually only pro-
duced by females, Male fish exposed to estrogenic compounds can also
generate VTG,

"If you see vitellogenin in male fish, it must be coming from
estrogen in the environment because it sure isn't coming from them,"
said Swackhamer.

Consistent with studies conducted in other parts of the world,
Swackhamer and co-workers found that fish collected downstream

from a sewage treatment plant in St, Paul, Minnesota, had been
exposed to endocrine-disrupting chemicals. Interestingly, walleye



caught close to the treatment plant contained much more VTC than did
carp, indicating that the expression of exposure differed greatly
between fish species. Data, tantalizing because of the small sample
sizes but large differences, showed that estrodiol concentrations were

higher in male walleye near the plant than they were in an average
female and that these males had lighter gonads.

Studying wild fish involves challenges that make conclusions less
certain; tagged fish often leave the channel and low sample numbers
erode statistical differences, To bring some control to the conditions,
laboratory-bound fathead minnows were exposed to estradiol and
sewage treatment plant effluent from St. Paul and also from the
Western Lake Superior Sanitary District facility that processes both
domestic sewage and paper mill effluent in Duluth. These "white rats
of the fish community" were evaluated for VTG production, sperm
quantity and quality, and their ability to secure a mate.

"When exposed and unexposed males were given opportunities to
compete for the attention of unexposed females, the clean males
always get the girl, always," explained Swackhamer.

"If they are the only guy in town, then the exposed male is fine,
Add competition and you' ve decreased the gene pool."

Male fish became more feminine in the presence of the potent
estrogen, estradiol, than they did while spending time in the effluent
from sewage treatment plants. Effluent-swimming males did express
female VTG proteins and fared worse in competitions with "unpollut-
ed" males, but their sperm quality was still high.

The good news for Lake Superior's fish is that the effluent from
WLSSD is relatively free of detergents and much freer of hormones than
effluent in Great Britain and the rest of the United States. The bad

news is that we know this effluent is very estrogenic; however, the con-
centrations of typical endocrine-disrupting chemicals are too low to
explain the VTG levels that Swackhamer and her colleagues have
observed. Suspected agents like nonylphenol ethoxylates  liquid soaps
routinely blended into pesticide sprays to enhance their efficacy! flow-
ing into the lake are low but the caffeine content of WLSSD effluent is
above average and it's difficult to figure out why, The major source of
caffeine in domestic wastewater comes from unconsumed coffee, tea,
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soft drinks, or medication but there is no reason to believe the people
of western Lake Superior pour more than average amounts of these
down their drains,

"Our conclusions leave us on the trail of a mystery," said
Swackhamer. "There is evidence for endocrine disruption in wild fish
but we have not reproduced the same levels of disruption in tbe lab
with direct effluent exposures, We' ve found that VTG induction indi-
cates exposure to estrogens but does not correlate with measures of
reproduction failure, so we believe the effects on populations are like-
ly subtle, maybe only affecting competitive spawning, It is frustrating
that our set of known chemical offenders does not account for

observed levels of VTG in our male fish."

Researchers will continue to pursue answers by assaying fathead
minnows at 20 sites in the Great Lakes to compare estrogenicity to the
contaminant signature of the site. With multiple, critical, and contro-
versial issues remaining, such as dose response, communication among

receptor systems, multiple exposures, and the influence of phytoestro-
gens, our understanding of the processes and consequences of
endocrine disruption in the environment is still growing.

Up on the food chain
Do you need to worry? The World Health Organization"' thinks so.
They state, "Overall, the biological plausibility of possible damage to
certain human functions...from exposure to 'endocrine disrupting
chemicals' seems strong when viewed against the background of
known influences of endogenous and exogenous hormones on many of
these processes. Furthermore, the evidence of adverse outcomes in
wildlife and laboratory animals exposed to 'endocrine disrupting
chemicals' substantiates human concerns."

"It's hard to get away, maybe currently impossible to get away,
from endocrine-disrupting chemicals in our society," said Swackhamer.
"Suspected endocrine disrupters are in our homes, sprayed on our
fields, packaged around our food, and even in our babies' teething
rings. Estrogen mimics in the form of detergent-derived phenols are
very prevalent in our lives and their breakdown products are persist-
ent. These phenols are also used as plasticizers, and you get a fair dose
when you use a spermicide."
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Some of the most prevalent endocrine disrupters are borne in syn-
thetic hormones and pesticides. Atrazine, one of the most widely-used
pesticides in the United States, is a weak endocrine disrupter. Bis-
phenol A, another hormonally-active agent, is common in the sealant of
canned food and beverages, and used to create various plastics, epox-
ies, and dental sealant.

"Phthalates are a suite of compounds used as plasticizers in a num-
ber of household products and containers, food packaging, and build-
ing materials, among other things," said Swackhamer. This suspected
endocrine-disrupting group is found in PVC-containing children's toys,
teethers, and even leaches out of hospital intravenous bags. At this
point, our sewage tteatment systems have no way to remove them from
our waste so they are filtering into our waterways in low, back-
ground-noise-like concentrations,"

To minimize your risk of exposure to endocrine-disrupting chem-
icals and to preserve the health of your loved ones and future loved
ones, here's what you might consider:
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~ Avoid using pesticides in your home, yard, or on your pet,

~ If you eat fish from fakes and rivers, check with your state health
department to see if they are contaminated,

~ Avoid heating food in plastic containers or storing fatty foods in them,

~ Do not give young children soft plastic teethers or toys unless they
are labeled to be phthalate free,

~ Encourage pharmacies to take back unused medicines, and

~ Support efforts to regulate and research endocrine-disrupting
chemicals.

Great Britain and other European countries have outpaced the
United States in studying endocrine-disrupting chemicals in wastewater
and in activities to keep them out. The U,S, Geological Survey study'
honored by Discover Magazine and cited by numerous researchers indi-
cates the U.S. might be interested in catching up, According to the
study, the most frequently detected chemicals were coprostanol  fecal
steroid!, cholesterol  plant and animal steroid!, N-N-diethyltoluamide
 insect repellent!, caffeine  stimulant!, triclosan  antimicrobial disinfec-
tant!, and tri �-chloroethyl! phosphate  fire retardant!. The chemical
groups most frequently found in North America's streams were
steroids, nonprescription drugs, and insect repellent while detergent
metabolites, steroids, and plasticizers generally were measured at the
highest concentrations.

'Kolpin, D., E. Furlong, M. Meyer, E. M. Thurman, S, Zaugg, L. Barber, and H.
Buxton. 2002. Pharmaceuticals, hormones, and other organic wastewater con-
tarninants in U.S. streams, 1999-2000: A national reconnaissance.
Environmental Science 6 Technology 36�!: 1202-1211, Data are presented in
a companion USGS report, "Water-quality data for pharmaceuticals, hor-
mones, and other organic wastewater contaminants in U.S. streams, 1999-
2000"  USGS Open-File Report 02-94!. These and other reports, data, and
maps can be accessed on the Internet at http: //toxics.usgs.gov.

'*Damstra, T., S. Barlow, A. Bergman, R. Kavlok, G. Van Der Kraak  eds!. 2002.
Global Assessment of the State of the Science of Endocrine Disrupters, World
Health Organization.  www.who.int/!
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Love Potion Number 3KPZS

S
ome pou erful force that she couldn't name and couldn't deny drew

her to this stream. With less than two weeks to live, every fiber of
her sleek body responded urgently to the heady aroma wafting dou n
the suirling current. Her graceful movements grew wilder and more
certain uith every inch she gained on the stream. Her small weak eyes
were of little use in this, one of the last maj or episodes of her life, but
the female lamprey had a very big nose...and she fancied his smell. lt
uasn't luck that brought her slithering to the male lamprey's side just
days before her life ended, it was l.ove Potion Xumber 3KPZS,

3KPZS �-Keto Petromyzonol Sulfate! is a potent sex-pheromone

released through the gills of male sea lamprey; it drives female lamprey
to frenzied wantonness. Weiming Li, assistant professor of Fisheries
and Wildlife at Michigan State University, and his research team spear-
headed the discovery of 3KPZS, which appears to be the aromatic root
of lamprey romance. Potentially, 3KPZS could become part of the
arsenal used to manage these pesky primitive fish in the Great Lakes.

With nose organs about the size of their brains and brains largely
dedicated to processing olfactory information, Li made a compelling
point when he said, "Sea lamprey are very nosy animals."

Sniffing around
Adult sea lamprey don't follow their hearts, they follow their noses.
They rely on a limited but incredibly sensitive sense of smell to find
food and eventually, mates. However, their noses aren't what we
consider to be their most offensive organ.

"The main problem with sea lamprey is that they have big mouths,"
said Li. "The second problem is that they have good taste, eating the
medium to large lake trout and saltnon that people want. One sea lamprey
can consume about 45 to 50 pounds of fish within 20 months."

The robust appetites of these sometimes 25-inch �4-cm! long
predators contributed to the near extinction of lake trout in the 1950s.

Under some conditions, only one out of seven fish survive a sea lamprey
attack, Although the Great Lakes Fishery Commission  in cooperation
with Fisheries and Oceans Canada, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
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Li's rationale for studying male pheromones rests on pragmatism
and intrigue. Male sex-pheromones might be used to lure female lam-
prey from the lakes and male pheromones are somewhat enigmatic,

"For every female you remove, you remove the capacity ot the
population to produce embryos. Plus, 95 percent of studies focus on
female pheromones. When we started this research, basically nothing
was known about male pheromones so that made them biologically
more interesting.

"Lamprey are unavailable for management as adults in large
waterbodies," said Li. "It's the time they are in streams that they
become available to us."

This happens twice in a lamprey's lifetime: while they are growing
in the stream bed for three to 17 years,  which is really not a fun life
according to Li!; and when they return to spawn. After about a year
and a half of "fun" cruising around the lake "having buffets when
they want to," they must find a suitable stream...then find each other
and reproduce.

"We believe it is the sex pheromones that function to bring them
together," said Li. "This could be their weakness, If you stop them here,
you stop the whole life cycle. If we can understand and interrupt the
pheromones, we might be able to manage lampreys more efficiently."

Earlier studies led by Peter Sorensen at the University of Minnesota,
produced evidence that larval lamprey release a pheromone that attracts
adult lamprey to spawning streams. Male lampreys "smell" these
streams and work their way up them to complete their sexual maturity,
When they are ready to spawn, they release a seductive "come-hither"
pheromone. Given the robust history of sea lamprey in the Great Lakes,
this particular brand of aromatherapy evidently works!

"The odorants excreted by one male in four hours and diluted in
one million liters of water can be detected by females," said Li, after
devoting over five years of research to the topic. "Our approach pro-
gressed from general to specific, sort of like finding this place. First I
had to find Minnesota, then Duluth, then the EPA lab, then this room.
I did this research the same way, First I had to figure out if females
responded to the smell of a male, then if the smell was a pheromone,
then where it came from, and what its structure might be."
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Smells like livex

Li's investigations involved extensive teamwork, controlled "outdoor

maze" experiments, stream trials, and countless hours in a white lab-
oratory coat. In the outdoor maze, Li and his collaborators found that
mature females were ambivalent towards non-spermeating males but

most eager to meet spermeating males. Wanting to be certain that it
wasn't good looks that drove females to distraction, they pumped the
water from a hidden tank containing a spermeating male through the
maze and recorded an equally frisky response.

"Females go crazy!" commented Li. "It is not at all subtle. Females
really try to overcome barriers to get access to a spermeating male."

Once it was clear that there was some water-borne pheromone

released by spermeating males to which the female lamprey respond-
ed, the questions became where did the chemical originate and what
did it look like, After making a combination lamprey belt/clamp

 which is tricky on an animal with no waist! and subduing a slippery
fish, the researchers found that the sex-pheromone emanated from the
head half of a male lamprey's body. Further inquiry lead to a discov-

ery so unusual that it warranted space in the prestigious journal,
Science" � the pheromone was produced in the lamprey's liver.

Three years of fastidious and tedious laboratory work revealed

that the compound, 3-Keto Petromyzonol Sulfate �KPZS! is the major
component of the male lamprey's sex pheromone,

"Really this compound can account for almost all 90 percent of
olfactory potency," said Li.

"Once I asked a student worker to take a vial of this chemical

down the hall. He picked it up and began to run but stopped short
when I said, 'Wait a minute before you run off, did you know that you

are carrying $30,000 worth of this chemical?' After that the student
refused to carry it alone,

"We' re doing a jigsaw puzzle...piecing the story together, We had
to show that a female could smell this compound, then we can say that
this compound is possibly a pheromone. Males also must release
enough of the pheromone in a stream to be detectable by females."
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Unbottled love potion
So, in the stream the researchers went. In this more natural setting, they

found that 70 percent of radio-tagged females purposefully traveled 70
meters upstream to find spermeating males, 30 percent didn't move
 probably because they were not quite ready to spawn!, and none ven-
tured into the channel that lacked an attractive male. Interestingly, the
same percentages held true when females were offered a synthetic ver-
sion of 3KPZS dripped from a tube into the stream. The average time it
took the females to arrive at smell's source was 20-25 minutes, but one

particularly lusty fish traversed the 70 meters in less than five.
"This is really potent stuff," said Li. "We' re working with concen-

trations that are less than one teaspoon in two billion gallons of water
 one gram in two million liters! and attracting female lamprey to the
exact site of introduction. This is the first time a synthetic pheromone
has been shown to influence the behavior of vertebrate animals, It' s

been done in insects, but not in vertebrates."

The next piece of Li's puzzle is how 3KPZS can be applied to man-
age lamprey populations and how his research can serve as an animal
model for studies of humans' ability to smell.

"There are several directions that our results could go," said Li.

"One is to make sterile lamprey males more attractive. If we could offer
females a neutered "macho male" that releases more pheromones, they
might unsuccessfully spawn with him and produce no young, A second
option would be to drip the synthetic hormone into the stream to catch
females, which would require approval from the EPA."

Li is also applying his lamprey research to human health issues. As
people age, they lose their acuteness of smell and consequently taste,
which is why we reach for more salt and stronger-tasting foods as we
mature. Humans smell about 10,000 odors, and have about 1,000
odorant receptor genes. Catfish can smell about 200 odors with about
100 receptor genes. More primitive animals, like sea lamprey, have
even simpler systems  dozens of odors, dozens of receptor genes! that
might help us understand how our bodies detect odors.

"I have no intention to romance the sea lamprey, only to under-
stand how they romance each other," said Li, before he thanked many



of the people who significantly helped his research and the granting
agencies, which include the Great Lakes Fish Commission, the Great
Lakes Fisheries Fund, and the National Institute of Health. "Lamprey
aren't that smart, they don't have that big of a brain, and they are not
really an attractive animal. They better have some very powerful
instincts and a potent aphrodisiac that get them in the mood."

'Weiming Li, Alexander P. Scott, Michael J. Siefkes, Honggao Yarl, Qiu Liu,
Sang-Seou Yuu, aud Douglas A. Gage, 2002, Bile Acid Secreted by Male Sea
Lamprey That Acts as a Sex Pheromone, Science 296: 138-141.
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Appendix

Superior Science for You! Speaker Series Schedule
The chapters in this book are based on public presentations offered through the
Superior Science for You! Speaker Series, which took place between October
2002 and June 2003 in Duluth, Grand Marais, and Grand Portage, These pre-
sentations are available as audio and video files on a CD from Minnesota Sea
Grant by calling �18! 726-6191. The list of presentations is as follows:

~ It's a Fish-Eat-Fish World

Professor James Kitchell, Department of Zoology and Institute for
Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison.

% Romancing the Sea Lamprey
Assistant Professor Weiming Li, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife,
Michigan State University

8 Lake Superior's "Canaries" � Detecting Ecological Change
Lucinda Johnson, associate director of the Center for Water and the
Fnvironment, Natural Resources Research Institute  NRRI!, University of
Minnesota Duluth.

~ Three Quadri/lion Gallons, Give or Take a Foot
Al Klein, area engineer for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Duluth.

~ Wetlands � They' re IVot Just for Mosquitoes Anymore
Dr. Janet Keough, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Mid-Continent
Ecology Division,

~ Coffee Beans, Laundry Soap, and Fish Sexuality: What Comes
Around Goes Around

Professor Deborah Swackharner, Division of Fnvironmental and Occupational
Health, School of Public Health, University of Minnesota Twin Cities.

8 Something's Going On Down There! Exploring the Lake Superior
Food Web

Professor Martin Auer, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
Michigan Technological University.

5 Lake Superior: The Big Picture
Professor Carl Richards, University of Minnesota Sea Grant Program.
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